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With the start of the DalesRail season a couple of weeks ago,

this elevated shot shows the type of scenery that this service runs through.

Take a trip on DalesRail this year - you will not be disappointed !

Photo: B Haworth
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From the Chair:

This magazine is a celebration of the success of Ribble Valley Rail, and its involvement in

the campaign to reopen the line. Following the introduction of passenger services in

1994, the organisation has continued its work through the Friends of Stations and on-

going dialogue with local authorities, Network Rail and train operating companies.

An event at Ribble Valley Council Chamber on 6th June brought together representatives

from organisations that supported the campaign to reopen the line to passenger services.

Photographs of this event appear later in this document.

It seems appropriate to highlight a statement made by James Syson, Transport for the

North, who said:

“Much credit must be given to Ribble Valley Rail for their continued championing of the

line over the last 25 years and the way in which they have proactively worked with rail

franchises, local elected members, politicians and transport authorities to highlight the

need for investment in track and train. Their work did not stop at the reinstatement of

the line from Blackburn all those years ago.

Ribble Valley Rail are a model for all rail user groups – the difference they have made

(along with the County Council and local Borough Council) to local communities along

the line is immeasurable and we therefore want to congratulate everyone involved in this

project. It’s a great example for others to follow.”

As an organisation, we are committed to continue to ensure that our passengers have a

rail service that is fit for purposes and meets the standards expected in the 21st Century.

Old rolling stock, overcrowded trains and unreliability should be a thing of the past if

Northern deliver their proposed agenda.

At the event on the 6th June, Chris Jackson, Regional Director Northern, stated:

“We echo the commitment of our partners and rail user groups in working to make this

line, its stations and services, the best they can be and are working hard to improve

journey opportunities, our stations and our trains.

In just a few weeks, the first of our brand new trains will enter service, and we will start

to retire our Pacers; the refurbishment of the rest of our trains is also gathering pace,

ensuring that all customers across our network, whether their route has new trains or

not, will soon travel on carriages fit for the 21st Century.”

Watch this space!!

Marjorie Birch
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The Ribble Valley Line - Celebrating 25 Years

by Richard Watts

It is not often in a career that one is involved in saving a line, then project managing

its re-opening, and lastly involved in its on-going development. Yet such has been

my career. None of it easy but all of it very enjoyable and satisfying. So it was

fantastic to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the return of trains to the Ribble Valley

line on the 6th June in the RVBC Council Chamber, surrounded by the many

organisations that have been involved in the line over all those years.

My story starts when I joined the Railway Development Society way back when I

was a bit younger, and then cut my teeth setting up my first user group in 1981 – the

Ormskirk Preston Travellers’ Association. This was back in the days of ‘Branches

on the Brink’ and ‘Use it don’t lose it’ campaigns. Well very soon after that British

Rail decided to issue a closure notice for the Settle Carlisle line, which had to be

hastily reissued to include the Blackburn to Hellifield line thanks to my old friend

DalesRail. The campaign for the Settle Carlisle line was long and involved, and one

of my tasks was to set up a campaign group on the Blackburn - Hellifield line, which

in 1986 gave birth to Ribble Valley Rail. It was fantastic that both lines were saved in

1989 offering the opportunity to develop them. In 1990, I stopped being a teacher

and joined the Lancashire County Council Transport Co-ordination team as its Rail

Officer.

Well what a great time to make the move as LCC was looking at how to bring regular

trains back to the line and this was a project I would be involved in for the best part

of 4 years. 1994 was a milestone year not just because it was the start of the

breakup of British Rail but because it was the year regular trains returned to Clitheroe.

The project saw three stations re-opened and Clitheroe refurbished all for a staggering

£1.3m – now how many stations would that buy today? Correct none!

You might think that for me that was job done and let’s move on. None of it, the line

has been a constant throughout my career with LCC including opening Clitheroe

Interchange in 2000; introducing the hourly Sunday service thanks to the SRA’s,

Strategic Rail Authority, Rail Passenger Partnership grant, developing DalesRail

and much much more.
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All of this has involved extensive partnership working and it has been my privilege to

work with RVR. In recent years the formation of the Clitheroe Line Community Rail

Partnership (CLCRP) has brought together people and organisations who are focused

on seeing the line develop. Incremental service improvements, improving stations,

championing the user, marketing the undoubted attractions of the Ribble Valley and

a lot more have been the areas of on-going activity.

Today there are new challenges. LCC wants to close the popular Clitheroe Interchange

booking and information office and the local community is looking at how it can take

this over and at the same time make ends meet. Trains services were disrupted by

the ‘Manchester Hub’ works, by industrial action and the May 2018 timetable

meltdown. These things affect passenger confidence and, when peace returned, it

takes time to rebuild that confidence and trust in the service. Yet all parties agree

that the line is worth developing, that it does play a key role in the life of the Ribble

Valley, and is worth investing in for the future.

Launching ‘Lancashire DalesRail’ at Clitheroe Station on 10 May 2010

DalesRail was instrumental in saving the Blackburn to Hellifield Line
when closure was proposed in 1983
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So, for me, having retired from LCC I continue my career working through Community

Rail Lancashire and the CLCRP to be part of that on-going development. I want to

see the line celebrate its 50th anniversary with more trains, faster trains and stations

that are fit for the 21st century. More than that though I want to see the fantastic

partnership working that saved the line and saw it brought back to life continue to

work together. It is through pooling resources and expertise that the aspirations

each of us has for the line will be achieved. As the famous saying by John Donne

goes ‘No Man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the Continent,

a part of the main.” and this is very true in rail development.

Richard Watts

Clitheroe Interchange - Booking and Information Office

Can the community rescue this vital local amenity?
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Above: Bromley Cross North Box opened in 1902 , closed in the early 1950s

and contained 32 levers.

Below: The removal of trees has not only made the station buildings more

visible, it has also opened out the views over the cricket ground .

An ex-First Great Western unit heads along the embankment towards the

station during April 2019

B. Haworth
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE by James Syson

It gives me great pleasure to be stood here today celebrating with you all the success of the

Ribble Valley line and the service connecting the town of Clitheroe and the villages of the

Ribble Valley to the Greater Manchester City Region and perhaps more importantly the

national rail network.

The hard work of many individuals present today and also those sadly no longer with us is

testament to the power of community activism and showcases the real benefit of a community

working together with local authorities, and the rail industry to achieve a goal.

The local rail service acts as a life line for those without private transport, the line offers a

gateway to work, training and education and the service supports the local growth agenda

through tourism and investment into theValley. Whilst demand for services and opportunities

in Manchester, Salford, Bolton and Blackburn is increasing the line should not be viewed as a

one direction railway – the services through to Clitheroe have been and continue to be

actively marketed in towns and cities across the North attracting even more tourist interest

and new homeowners keen to live work and play in this most spectacular part of the UK.

From the reinstatement of services 25 years ago patronage at stations along the line has

grown at an impressive rate and the train service is now fundamental to the economic and

social fabric of the villages and towns it serves and their outlying conurbations.

As the population of the Valley continues to grow and the local labour force becomes

increasingly mobile and the training, education and leisure horizons are widened the line will

become even more important.

Therefore, it is vital that the service offer keeps pace with customer expectations and performs

reliably throughout the year at all times of the day 7 days a week.

As part of our long term plan for the North’s rail network TfN have outlined a number of

conditional outputs we hope to achieve through central and local funding streams that will

remove many of the current weaknesses inherent in our existing rail network and will ultimately

deliver our vision for a thriving North of England, where modern transport connections drive

economic growth and support an excellent quality of life.

Improvements in service frequency, journey times, reliability and value for money are some of

the key issues identified through our StrategicTransport Plan and we are therefore committed

to working with the wider industry, local stakeholders and a range of funders to secure such

improvements in our villages, towns and cities across the north.

In our recent submission to the Williams Rail review, which is a national ‘root and branch’

review of the rail network and a once-in-a generation opportunity to address the fundamental
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issues that affect our railways, we have outlined the need forTfN to act as a guiding mind for

the North in a re-structured de-centralised industry with the scope for further localisation

including stronger links to local communities and Community Rail Partnerships.

The chaos people experienced during and after the May 2018 timetable update were the

result of structural failings at a national level and they were felt nowhere more acutely than

in the North of England. In our submission to theWilliams review we have therefore generated

principles that underpin an emerging proposition for the rail industry that puts the passengers

and freight customers first and delivers improved outcomes for customers, local communities,

railway employees and wider society.

· TfN are calling for investment decisions that focus on local need, whether this is

capacity, quality, encouraging modal shift or accessibility for a specific area such as

the Ribble Valley and;

· We want stronger policy alignment and a means to deliver local and sub-national

goals and objectives that respond to the concerns and needs of local people

So, with this in mind what about the future for the Ribble Valley Line? What could we be

celebrating in the next 25 years?

All this depends on the level of support locally to investigate and prioritise what is important

and to campaign for and help develop the necessary cases for investment.

Over the next few years a number of enhancements could be explored for the short, medium

and longer term such as:

· Improvements in journey times and reliability to make travel by train much more

attractive to existing and new passengers

· Half hourly services throughout the day to Manchester 7 days a week from Clitheroe?

benefiting from the investment in additional track and signalling at Darwen by the

Lancashire LEP and Blackburn with Darwen Council in 2015

· Services north of Clitheroe to link with the Settle & Carlisle line and opportunities for

trains into WestYorkshire and beyond via Hellifield

· A return to a direct link to Preston to maximise the opportunity for connections to

WCML and future high speed rail services, which would expand even further the

commuting and leisure horizons of local residents

· Greater improvements to rolling stock with trains fit for the future offering passengers

a modern travelling experience that is comfortable for leisure travel and provides

the technology for a mobile office for commuters
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Further development of the Ribble Valley line will help support all our economic, social and

environmental goals – the work with local schools undertaken by Community Rail Lancashire

has already highlighted how our adults of tomorrow would ideally like to travel – they regard

rail as major opportunity for them to explore and seek new horizons and make the most of

their future lives in a sustainable way – together we can make this a reality.

James Syson

Rail Strategy Liaison Manager T

ransport for the North.

In conclusion Cllr Andrew Snowden, Lead Member for Highways and Transport
Lancashire County Council, said:

“I was absolutely delighted to be part of these celebrations and announce that our officers

are now working withTransport for the North and the Rail North Partnership to develop

the business case for two trains to run hourly along the Clitheroe to Blackburn line.

“We’ve also been involved in several successful projects, which include the Sunday

Ribble Valley Rambler, linking Blackpool and Preston to Hellifield with connections to/

from services on the Settle Carlisle line, school engagement projects and marketing

initiatives such as the ‘Gateway to the Ribble Valley’ campaign.

Unique liveried class 66, in charge of the Avonmouth Cement working,

pushes up Langho Bank during May 2019.

B. Haworth
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25th Anniversary Event - 6th June 2019 by D. J. Butterworth

In 1942 Frank Whittle met senior people from Rolls Royce in the Swan and Royal Hotel

here in Clitheroe, with the outcome being the advanced development of the jet engine

which has revolutionised air travel.

December 1986 was the date of the second history making meeting in the same place,

perhaps even the same room. A few days before I had by chance spotted a poster

inviting people to attend a meeting with the view to forming a campaign group to bring

passenger trains back to Clitheroe. I went along, intending to be a casual observer. Little

did I realise at the time that my life, and the lives of many other local people, would

change forever.

By the end of a couple of hours Ribble Valley Rail had been created, together with the

appointment of ‘volunteers’ cajoled to fill the usual positions.

RVR’s aim was simple and straightforward - at least on paper. Our aim was to reconnect

Clitheroe and the Ribble Valley to the British railway system. The achievement of that

aim took a mere eight years.

Eight long years of:

campaigning,

chivvying,

running special trains (and taking the financial risk),

learning about the inner workings of the then nationalised railway industry,

letter writing,

enjoying annual dinners with very important guests

getting very frustrated when things didn’t quite go to plan

being told by a BR Board member to ‘go away and do something more useful’.

- which was a great incentive to stick at it.

Making sure that our local newspaper regularly reported progress, however small.

Vivien Meath, the editor, was so supportive throughout the campaign.

What would happen now I wonder? Facebook, Twitter, maybe.

None of this could have happened without the involvement of one young man who had

cut his teeth on the saving Settle-Carlisle Line campaign. He was a teacher in Blackpool

(that’s a challenge in itself) but all that became history when he jumped ship to become

the Rail Officer for our beloved Lancashire County Council.

Richard Watts - you were the catalyst that made everything happen. Without your

dedication to the task and powers of persuasion we would still be stranded. Ribble Valley

Rail members just added weight to the cause. Well done Richard - and many thanks.
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In 1993 reconstruction started, with around £1 million being spent on rebuilt or

newly positioned stations.

£1 million for four stations! These days stations cost a minimum of £15 million apiece.

In May 1994 the first regular passenger service train ran after a break of 33 years. The

rest, they say, is history - except that Ribble Valley Rail did not go into retirement but

became one of the foremost rail user groups in the country. The monolithic British Rail

became the bits and pieces privatised railway. We’ve had First Group, Serco/Abellio and

now Arriva - but always with the same trains. The train which brought specials back to

Clitheroe in 1990 is still taking us to Manchester.

Station platforms can be soul-less places, so right from the start RVR members decided

to become gardeners. Along the line - and also beyond Blackburn to Darwen and Entwistle

- RVR colleagues have made sure that platforms are a blaze of colour in season.

We are most grateful to town and parish councils for your financial support for this

work, even in these harsh financial times. Thank you.

RVR committee members try very hard to understand the practical problems our operators

face on a daily basis. Our aim is always to give constructive criticism and we appreciate

the support given by Northern Railway managers, but life for passengers can still be very

frustrating at times. Perhaps an injection of Swiss rigour and attention to detail at all

levels would help.

How much better it would be if financial support for our local railways was as good in

the North West as it is in London and the South East. New trains to Clitheroe? We live

in hope.

Finally, we need to plan for the future. Some people would love to connect to

Hellifield and the S&C Line.

I for one would favour a direct train service to Preston, our nearest city and

connectional hub. We all need to put our thinking caps on!

Thanks to you all for your continued support and here’s to the next 25 years (at least).

David Butterworth
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Town Crier, Roland Halewood, welcomes guests to Clitheroe

for the Anniversary Celebrations
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CELEBRATING 25YEARS OF STATION ADOPTION

RAMSGREAVE &WILPSHIRE

LANGHO
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ONTHE RIBBLEVALLEY LINE

WHALLEY

CLITHEROE
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RVR VOLUNTEERS AT WORK
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WHALLEY

The removal of the large trees around the perimeters of Whalley Station

has opened-out the views of the Old Station,

which were previously impossible to see.

The unusual gable-window perhaps gives a nod to the nearby abbey

but the stone building can now be seen to good effect.

It’s a pity the stone finials were removed in recent times.

B. Haworth

B. Haworth



PERFORMANCE By Ian Tingle

Performance report for five week period Monday 1st April

to Sunday 6th May 2019 inclusive.

There were 14 full or part-time cancellations during the period, of which 3 were

terminated and restarted at Blackburn, 1 at Bolton and 1 at Salford Crescent.

Reasons for cancellation were:- 3 due to decision by the Operator, 6 issues with

train crew, 1 planning error, 2 due to late running caused by delays at Manchester

Victoria, 1 unit traction problem, 1 due to animals on the line.

Performance report for four week period Monday 6th May

to Sunday 2nd June 2019 inclusive

There were 34 full or part cancellations in the period, including 8 cancelled, restarted

at Blackburn, and 3 cancelled, restarted at Bolton.

Reasons for cancellation were :- 15 due to a decision by the operator (the entire

Clitheroe – Manchester service on Sunday 19th May replaced by buses)

6 due to issues with train crew, 5 due to late running caused by delays at Manchester

Victoria, 3 unit traction problems, 1 track circuit failure, 1 signal failure, 1 problem

with the electrified line, 1 due to a problem with the unit depot, and 1 due to passengers

not having valid tickets.

Ian Tingle
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Class 101, 101676, slows

into Langho during the first

year of passenger service.

Photo: B. Haworth



ON THE LINE by Brian Haworth

As this is a special edition I thought it would be interesting to look back at the first “ ON

THE LINE “ column which featured in RVR NEWS 13 October 1990.

This covered observations from May to October 1990.——

The Saturday service has with two exceptions been worked by first generation DMU,s

some of which worked the service more than once . Noted

CH347,629,357,354,628,641,350,353,LO257,254,267.The exceptions were on the first

day of service when 150237 was in charge and on 4th August when 142003 worked the

line.

Apart from the Sunday Dailsrail the only other regular working is the cement train which

has turned up a number of locos other than the diagrammed Motherwell based class

37,s 37370,37373,37379.

Noted have been ,23/5 37370/37422, 26/5 37370/47117 “Sparrow Hawk”,29/5 37370/

37252, 2/6 37370/37380, 4/6 37370/47117, 10/7 37379/31312/ 31568 “The Enginemans

Fund”

On 16/7 37379 /37370 came to a dead stand on Langho Bank . After around half an hour

the locos managed to regain traction ..

On 19/7 37693 /37694 “Sir William Arrel” were in charge. On 6/8 37370/37379/31568.

and on 10/8 37379/37678, On 1/9 37057 “Viking”worked the service solo.

In addition to the cement workings other services noted were . On 10/7 20902 “Lorna

“and 20905 “Iona” worked the privately owned Chipmans weed killing train over the

branch.

On 4/8 47831 “The Bolton Wanderer” worked an excursion train over the line. Class 31

31555 passed through Langho with a hopper train on the same day and class 31,s were

again noted on 15/9 when two unidentified class 31 /4,s passed on a special passenger

working. On 6/10 47624 passed south on a Blackpool /Newcastle excursion.

On 18/10 the Royal Train traversed the RVR Line with intercity liveried 47832 at the helm.

On 21/10 main line services were noted diverted with three services in each direction

recorded in the early hours.

The single car DMU which has been used for crew training on the route in preparation for
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the new service 975023 continues to ply the branch.. On 22/10 a brand new Class 158

was noted working a clearance testing diagram.

Steam locos noted over this period included 48151,60009,71000 and 46201.

So a lot has changed not least the number of services using the RVR Line. The cement

still runs but the Scots service travels North from Horrocksford and an extra service now

runs South to Avonmouth. We have several regular freight movements with logs

,aggregates and engineering services all using the route . Weed killing duties are now

carried out with custom built units rather than class 20,s. Class 31 ,s are hardly ever

seen as are class 37s. Class 66 and Class 70, dominate the freight scene.

The route is popular for both excursion traffic and steam-operated specials with a much

larger stud of steam locomotives available than in 1990, and of course the line now has

a regular passenger service

The DailsRail has continued to run year on year and its 2019 summer season has just

started, it has been a very popular service over the years and a flagship for the route

North of Clitheroe lets hope that the top end of the line sees more traffic in the years to

come.

Brian Haworth
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One of the early

LMS Leyland Rail

Buses stands at

rest, possibly at

Blackburn station.

‘Blackburn’ is in

the destination

blind over the

door.

For more infor-

mation on this

interesting

vehicle, please

see RVR website.

Photo: D. Holden Collection
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For any member with an interest in Whalley Arches,
Lancashire County Council have recently upgraded the footpath,

which runs alongside the arches,

and which affords brilliant close up views of the magnificent
structure.

LCC should be complimented on the work undertaken
on this footpath.

WHALLEY ARCHES

B. Haworth
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RVR website: www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk

Community Rail Partnership Website: www.communityraillancashire.co.uk

FORTHCOMING EVENTS & DIARY DATES 2019

Tue 2 July RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 14:30

Tue 6 Aug RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 14:30

Tue 3 Sep RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 14:30

Tue 1 Oct RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 14:30

RVR WHO’S WHO & OTHER USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Hon Life Vice-Presidents: Alan & Sheila Kay 01254 826435

Chairman: Marjorie Birch 01200 441549

Hon Sec: Peter Eastham 01254 240830

Hon Treasurer: David J Butterworth 01200 425750

Membership Sec: Bill Briggs 01254 854474

55 Bank Head Lane, Hoghton, Preston, PR5 0AB

RVRNews Co-ordinator: Simon Clarke 07399 563599 /01254 885996

email: bbnenigma@gmail.com

FoS Co-ordinator: Brian Haworth 01254 247844 / 07455 856740

brian.haworth@talktalk.net

FoR&WS: Ken Roberts 01254 264772

FoL: Peter Eastham 01254 240830

FoWS: Alan Bowles 01254 823789

FoCS: Gordon Wilson 01200 426214

RVRWebsite & RVRNews Layout: N. Kirby

BT Police: Railwatch Freephone 0800 405040

Network Rail National Helpline 08457 114141

Clitheroe Integrated Transport Facility Control Room 01200 429832

This 25th Anniversary Edition of the Magazine

has been funded by ACoRP Small Grants



60163, Tornado, emerges from Blackburn Tunnel

with an excursion bound for Chester on 11/05/19

Photo: G. Dudley

With the Signalman in Horrocksford Box looking on,

Black Fives, 445871 /45407, storm past

with a Manchester /Liverpool excursion on 14/04/19

Photo: G. Dudley
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NOW June 2019

THEN June 1957
LANGHO

K. Roberts

Above:Jubilee 45607, Fiji, climbs Langho Bank with a Hellifield / Liverpool service.

Fast forward to June 2019, and much has changed .
Gone is the Signal Box ,Signals,Cross-over and Telegraph Poles.

Below: Class 153, 153316, is paired with a class 15/2 on a Clitheroe /Manchester
service.
Bungalows stand where wagons were shunted and off-loaded.

Of interest on the 1957 picture are the vans in the long siding visible at the rear of the
passenger train.

B. Haworth


